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 Issue Number 3, January, 2014 
Roger Hill, Editor 
   
 
Welcome to 2014!  There’s a number of things afoot this year, some hints of which I noted last month, but before I get 
into those, let me bring you up to speed a bit on last month. 
 
Astronomically, it was, for me, a bit of a wipe-out, with a single exception. 
 
Westfield. 
 
Most people in the Centre know about the arrangement we have with Westfield Pioneer Village in Rockton.  Essentially, 
they store our vintage telescopes and whenever they have a public event like Halloween or Christmas, we come out and 
show people the stars, the planets and the Moon through one of them. 
 
For the past while, we’ve been using the Bell telescope on the Marsh mount.  The scope will be 130 years old this year, 
and it produces a very nice crisp image albeit with a fair bit of chromatic aberration (yellow or violet fringes surrounding 
bright objects—not all colours come to the same focal plane).  Chromatic aberration  is nasty if you’re trying to do some 
imaging, but the brain does a fair job of ignoring it.  Using colour filters can help a lot (or narrowband filters, if you’re 
imaging, like a good Hα or OIII filter). 
 
There were also some other difficulties, like the mount being rotated at least 90° from North, and an ancient Ramsden or 
Huygens eyepiece that was like looking through a pinhole. 
 
I don’t know how Mark managed to use the scope all the times he did, but after I assisted him at the Halloween event, I 
resolved to try to fix a few of the issues.   
 
Mark was unable to help with the first Christmas event on December 7th, but fortunately I was able to fill in.  I got there 
early enough and when I arrived, the telescope and mount hadn’t been installed yet, so since I’d took a pair of vice-grips 
I’d brought with me, and removed the four bolts holding the cast-iron mount down, rotated the mount so it pointed closer 
to North, and put the bolts back.  I retrieved the equatorial mount and put it on top of the pillar. 
 
In amongst all the bits and pieces I have accumulated over the years, I found an old Koenig design eyepiece that used a 
(now tarnished) brass cell.  The design dates back to 1915, and the one I had uses uncoated lenses, meaning that it looks 
like it belongs with the scope.  The eyepiece is 22mm focal length, giving about 70 power, and the apparent field of view 
is about 60 degrees, allowing the entire moon to easily fit in the field.  For the general public it’s fairly close to an ideal 
combination.  It’s easy to use, gives a nice crisp image, and despite the mount not being driven, the scope only has to be 
adjusted every three or four minutes. 
 
It was a brutally cold evening, and it was not long before my feet were frozen.  I had a close fitting toque underneath the 
hat I wore, and while the night was not perfect, I was still able to show the 5 day old moon to a few hundred curious peo-
ple.  The clouds finally came back for good about 8:30, and despite the park closing at 9pm, there were no further people 
coming around, so I closed up shop.   
 
All in all, it was a very good evening.  
 
Oh, and before I forget, the  front picture is of the Lunar Eclipse of February, 2008.  We have two of the upcoming up 
this year...details to follow, or check SkyNews or your Observers Handbook! 
 
Anyway, enough for now...talk to you next month! 
 
Roger 
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All Weather tripod by Ed Hitchcock—The Budget Astronomer 

This project came about for a few reasons. First, I needed a tripod to mount the wedge for my old 10" SCT. Secondly, I 
wanted a tripod that I could set up and leave outside without fear of weather damage. The criteria were that it should be 
weather resistant (or weather indifferent), and robust enough to carry a 10" SCT with minimal shake. In other words, it 

had to be fairly beefy. And of course, it had to be affordable. 

The ability to leave the mount outside means that set-up and take down can be faster, and polar alignment can be main-
tained. If the weather is not predicted to be too hideous, I can even leave the scope out for a prolonged period, meaning 
that setup and take-down can occur during daylight, so an observing session can involve little more than removing and 

replacing a tarp. 

Thus was this project born. Because of it's solid wood legs, I have 
dubbed this the "tristipes" (because "tricodex" sounded too com-
puterese...). So I give you the Tristipes with new Litho-wedge 

Technology! 

The tripod is made of pressure-treated 4x4 lumber, bolted together 
with 3/8" carriage bolts. The head is two pieces cut from the head-
board of a discarded IKEA bed frame - 1.5" thick particleboard 
with a thin pine laminate. The two layers of the head are held by 
three 1/2" levelling bolts. The upper part has four convenient holes 
for holding EP's. Because particle board will tend to swell if it gets 

wet, both pieces are coated with many coats of urethane. 

The ground is always going the be somewhat uneven, and the lev-
eling bolts are really just for fine-tuning. So to level the tristipes, 
which obviously does not have telescoping legs, I use the latest in 
litho-Wedge technology. My dark sky site is fortunately on the Ni-
agara Escarpment, a source of naturally occurring Silurian lime-
stone - aka "litho-wedges". In other words, I jam a rock under the 
legs. But it works! 
 
Using wedge-shaped flat rocks lets me adjust and level the tristipes 

quite effectively. 

Results: 

The sucker is heavy, but it supports the scope well. With 
the ten inch, vibration damping is on the order of two sec-
onds - more than sufficient for visual use. Due to the hide-
ous weather we have been having I have not had a chance 
to test its suitability for astrophotography. I may be able to 
make it a touch more rigid by using some wires between 
the lower plate of the mounting head and the legs. Since 
much of this project was made from scraps lying about, the 
cost was minimal - making it a budget astronomy DIY pro-
ject. If you had to buy everything, the bolts would probably 
end up being the most costly part, but it could still be con-
structed for about $60 CDN. 
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The Big Picture: GOES-R and the Advanced Baseline Imager 

By Kieran Mulvaney  
 

The ability to watch the development of storm systems – ideally in real time, or as close as possible – has been an invaluable benefit 
of the Geostationary Operational Environmental Satellites (GOES) system, now entering its fortieth year in service. But it has some-
times come with a trade-off: when the equipment on the satellite is focused on such storms, it isn’t always able to monitor weather 
elsewhere. 

 

“Right now, we have this kind of conflict,” explains Tim Schmit of NOAA’s National Environmental Satellite, Data, and Informa-
tion Service (NESDIS). “Should we look at the broad scale, or look at the storm scale?” That should change with the upcoming 
launch of the first of the latest generation of GOES satellites, dubbed the GOES-R series, which will carry aloft a piece of equipment 
called the Advanced Baseline Imager (ABI).  

 

According to Schmit, who has been working on its development since 1999, the ABI will provide images more frequently, at greater 
resolution and across more spectral bands (16, compared to five on existing GOES satellites). Perhaps most excitingly, it will also 
allow simultaneous scanning of both the broader view and not one but two concurrent storm systems or other small-scale patterns, 
such as wildfires, over areas of 1000km x 1000km. 

 

Although the spatial resolution will not be any greater in the smaller areas than in the wider field of view, the significantly greater 
temporal resolution on the smaller scale (providing one image a minute) will allow meteorologists to see weather events unfold al-
most as if they were watching a movie.  

 

So, for example, the ABI could be pointed at an area of Oklahoma where conditions seem primed for the formation of tornadoes.  
“And now you start getting one-minute data, so you can see small-scale clouds form, the convergence and growth,” says Schmit.  

 

In August, Schmit and colleagues enjoyed a brief taste of how that might look when they turned on the GOES-14 satellite, which 
serves as an orbiting backup for the existing generation of satellites.  

 

“We were al-
lowed to do 
some experi-
mental imaging 
with this one-
minute im-
agery,” Schmit 
explains. “So we 
were able to 
simulate the 
temporal compo-
nent of what we 
will get with 
ABI when it’s 
launched.” 

 

The result was 
some imagery of 
cloud formation 
that, while not of 
the same resolu-
tion as the up-
coming ABI 
images, un-
folded on the 
same time scale. 
You can com-
pare the differ-
ence between it and the existing GOES-13 imagery here: 
http://cimss.ssec.wisc.edu/goes/blog/wp-content/uploads/2013/08/GOES1314_VIS_21AUG2013loop.gif 

Learn more about the GOES-R series of satellites here: http://www.goes-r.gov. 
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 Rick's World of Wires 

 
A few of the habitués of Fingal have, after looking at my setup, called what I have out there 'Rick's World of Wires'. 
This is due to the large number of cables that lead to, or are strung over and around, my telescope mount. Here is a sche-
matic illustration of what I mean. All of the peripheral's and wires or cables are shown. 
 
 
In this schematic the 12v source (whether a battery, my 
car or an AC/DC supply) is shown as the Canadian 
Tire Nautilus booster pack that I employ. This has been 
modified with a set of banana plugs and three decent 
quality cigarette lighter plugs. The 12v that is provided 
has to be further reduced to provide 8v for my DSLR 
camera and 5v for my USB 2.0 hub. The converters 
that perform this were build by your humble documen-
tarist and are described more 
fully on my website: http://www.togastro.com/ozzzy. 
 
One further power supply is in use with this 
configuration, a 12v to 19v commercial unit that pow-
ers the netbook. If I'm running on mains power then the 
19v that it requires are provided by the Acer power 
supply.  
 
The heart of the system is the TOGA LXGuider/
Focuser. This little unit is USB powered and connects 
the netbook to just about ALL of the remaining 
equipment. It provides two ports to drive DC focus mo-
tors with 'pulse-focus' capability that is almost the 
equal to a stepper motor setup. It can power a cooling 
fan with variable speed OR it can interface with an 
antidew heat controller to keep optics dew free. A port 
is provided for the control of a DSLR's shutter for ex-
posure control and lastly (as indicated in the name) it 
acts as an interface to a telescope mount's ST-4 
autoguider port.  
 
The webcam that I use to guide (when I'm not using my 
SBIG ST-4) is a Celestron NexImage unit that is, at 
heart, a ToUCam of some form. This allows me to 
guide on 9th magnitude stars with my 80mm guide 
scope and down to 10.5 magnitudes with my 8” f/4 
Newtonian. The drivers are mature and are supplied 
with the camera.  
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The imaging camera that I use is a Hutech modified Canon T1i (Rebel 500D) model. The Canon cameras have become 
the de-facto standard for DSLR astro-imaging in the past few years. The modifications done to the camera are simply to 
remove the Canon IR/UV cut filter and replace it with a filter that has greater response in the red part of the spectrum; 
particularly in the area of the H-alpha band. The Canon Rebel series cameras are compact and very functional. While the 
pro-sumer and professional cameras may have larger sensors and more terrestrial photography functions they also have a 
lot more avoirdupois that has to be counterbalanced. I prefer the smaller, lighter offerings myself. 
 
The USB hub that I use is a standard 4-port model that I bought for around $10 at the local liquidation store. It is very 
compact and runs on 5v, for which I've built the above-mentioned 5v power supply. This is connected to the Acer net-
book through two 5m USB cables; one which is powered and the second which is just an extension. The powered cable 
allows full USB 2.0 speeds between the netbook and the telescope mount while exceeding the USB 5m cable length 
limit. 
 
I have two USB-to-serial dongles that I can use. Both are inexpensive, generic parts and both function perfectly in Win-
dows XP without the need of installing any drivers that aren't shipped with the operating system. Both also work per-
fectly with Linux (an important specification for me). The software that I run on the netbook to do my imaging is all ei-
ther supplied with my equipment or is available as a free download on the internet. 
 
Telescope control is handled through a free-ware planetarium program called Cartes-du-Ciel (french for Sky Charts). 
This is a very full-featured package that allows me to use custom catalogues and move the telescope's orientation with 
point and click. It uses ASCOM to talk to my CGE and in this capacity if functions flawlessly. I use Version 2.76 but I'm 
told that Version 3.0 is now available.  
 
Image capture and exposure control are performed using the software that Canon shipped with my T2i. This allows com-
plete control of the camera via USB including LiveView for framing 
and focusing and scheduling and timer modules to act let me take se-
quences of long-exposure images. When a single sub is finished it is 
displayed on screen allowing me to check it for drift etc.  
 
The TOGA LX-Guider/Focuser is controlled using custom software 
shipped with the device which allows the netbook to control all of the 
features of the unit from focusing to guiding. The software is as intui-
tive as any astronomical software (which means you'll cuss and swear 
a bit the first few times you use it) but once the initial learning-bump 
has-been crossed it becomes almost second nature.  
 
That is about all I can say about the world of wire that I call my astro-
imaging setup. Sometimes I think that all of the voltages running 
willy-nilly around the mount are going to get mixed up but they never 
do. Like all things astroimaging some days my compatriots learn new 
words when the gods of astronomy decide that THAT night isn't THE 
night for capturing pretty pictures. Those things happen. 
 
Clear skies and happy shooting 

 

Rick Saunders 

London RASC 
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I’ve talked a fair bit about the NOVA course over the last year.  It was, for me, one of the astronomical highlights of my 43 years as 
a member of the Hamilton Centre.  I had a lot of fun, I learned a huge amount, and I got the chance to meet some really great people.    
There were a number of objectives that the Centre wanted from the NOVA course, and it was very successful on all fronts, so of 
course we wanted it done again! 
 
There will be some slight changes from last year.  For instance, the way that we charge for the course will be different.  Last year, we 
charged $5 a night and if you wanted to keep the Beginners Observers Guide, you paid for it at the last session.  Unfortunately, not 
everyone who took a B.O.G. paid for it.  So, this time, I’d like to charge $20 for the first night, and $5 a night after that,.  The cost of 
the BOG will be included in the first session.  
 
We’re also going to compress course a bit, too.  We aimed for every three weeks last year.  The feedback we received indicated that 
every two weeks would have been better, so we’ll try that schedule instead. 
 

However, the objective of the NOVA Program is unchanged: To provide information and instruction to new and beginner 
level amateur astronomers. 
 
All NOVA sessions will be held at the Hamilton Centre Observatory. The site offers a couple of advantages, including 
darker skies, a heated clubhouse and access to the 16” RC.  
 
Each session will begin at 7:30pm, with an observing session run by Mark Pickett.  This will be followed by classroom 
instruction and group discussions. There will be many opportunities for participants to ask questions, and I’ll do my best 
to make sure that the classroom material is structured in such a way as to allow this. Participants can take advantage of 
the on site library for reference material including sky atlas', star charts, etc.  All participants will also receive a copy of 
the Mag 7 Star Atlas, and a planisphere.   
 
There will be homework, but unlike last year, we may actually discuss it! 
 
Come on out and join us in this unique opportunity to enhance your knowledge and skills in the ever changing field of 
amateur astronomy.  
 
Here is an outline of the lessons planned:  
⇒ Observing (Monday, February 3rd)  
⇒ Motions of the Sky and Seasons (Tuesday, February 18th (to avoid Family Day)  
⇒ The Solar System (Monday, March 3rd)   
⇒ Telescope and Binocular Types and Using Them (Monday, March 17th) *  
⇒ The Moon and Eclipses (Monday, April 7th)  
⇒ Charts, North, Distance, Position and Brightness (Monday, April 21st)   
⇒ Star Designations, RA, Dec. and Deep Sky Objects (Monday, May 5th) *  
⇒ Stars (Monday, May 26th.)   
 
The course is open to all members of the Hamilton Centre regardless of age, experience or knowledge level. 
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The Day The Earth Smiled. 

NASA has released photos of the Earth and Moon taken by a spacecraft orbiting Saturn - nearly a billion miles away. 

Our planet and its only satellite appear only as dots in the picture, which was taken by the Cassini spacecraft on 19 July. 

Scientists wanted to pay homage to the "Pale Blue Dot" image captured by the Voyager 1 probe in 1990. 

This was the first time people knew in advance that their long distance picture was being taken. 

As part of the event launched by NASA, people were asked to wave in what Carolyn Porco, who leads Cassini's camera 

team, described as an "interplanetary cosmic photo session". 

"It thrills me no end that people all over the world took a break from their normal activities to go outside and celebrate 

the interplanetary salute between robot and maker that these images represent," said Dr Porco, from the Space Science 

Institute in Boulder, Colorado. 

The wide-angle image is part of a larger mosaic - or multi-image portrait - that imaging scientists are putting together of 

the entire Saturn system. 

Pictures of Earth from the outer Solar System are rare because, from that distance, Earth is very close to the bright Sun.  

Just as a person can damage their retina by looking directly at the Sun, a camera's sensitive detectors can be damaged by 

the bright rays.  
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 What's up in planetary missions in 2014: Emily Lakdawalla, The Planetary Society 

With the New Year upon us, what can we look forward to in 2014? 

 For me, the main event of 2014 is that ESA's Rosetta mission finally -- finally! -- catches up to the comet it has been chasing for a 
decade. But first it has to wake up from its long, silent hibernation, an event that will take place three weeks from now. We hope. In 
anticipation, ESA has begun a "Wake Up, Rosetta!" campaign, inviting the world to contribute little videos telling the spacecraft to 
wake up and phone home. Here is The Planetary Society's entry, which you should vote for at ESA's Wake Up, Rosetta Facebook 

Page: 

The other four most momentous events to look forward to in 2014 are the planned end of LADEE, at the end of March or beginning 

of April; two spacecraft arrivals at Mars in September; and the launch of Japan's Hayabusa 2 in December.  

Meanwhile, a host of spacecraft are active across the solar system. The year begins with an amazing 24 spacecraft exploring or cruis-
ing toward various planetary destinations (my count doesn't include solar or astronomy missions). Here's Olaf Frohn's lovely dia-

gram: 

In the inner solar system:  

MESSENGER is in its second mission 
extension at Mercury. As far as I know, 
NASA never formally announced the 
funding of this second mission extension, 
but barring any unforeseen problems, the 
spacecraft should last through 2014 and in 

to early 2015.  

Venus Express is still going strong at Ve-
nus. ESA announced in June that its mis-
sion was extended until 2015, subject to a 

mid-term review in 2014.  

Akatsuki is patiently orbiting the Sun, 
headed toward a second attempt at orbit 

insertion at Venus in November of 2015. 

 At the Moon:  

The twin ARTEMIS spacecraft are still 
happily operating at the Moon and will 

continue to do so through 2014. 

 LADEE is in its prime mission and is planned to crash into the lunar surface in March. No lengthy mission extension is possible for 

this mission -- its low orbit, necessary for sampling the lunar atmosphere, is a death sentence. 

 Chang'e 3 and Yutu are wrapping up their first lunar day of operations. The nominal mission is planned for three lunar days. But 
mission managers have remarked that the spacecraft are performing better than expected, so I hope to see the pair operating through 
quite a bit of 2014. However, I don't expect an Opportunity-like 10 years of operations because the brutal temperature swings on the 
Moon must make something break sooner or later. If they're still working in April, they'll be in position to witness a solar eclipse (for 

them; it's a lunar eclipse, for those of us on Earth). 

 Lunar Reconnaissance Orbiter continues its mission at the Moon in a quasi-stable elliptical orbit (30 by 200 kilometers, with a peri-
apsis over the south pole). Noah Petro reported to the Lunar Exploration Analysis Group in October that the mission can expect to 
last about 8 years in this orbit, barring unforeseen problems. The longer it lasts, the more chances it will have to discover new impact 

craters on the Moon, and the more opportunities it will have to observe lunar crashes, landings, and rovers. 
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 At Mars: 

 With the exception of Curiosity, it's a venerable fleet of spacecraft operating at Mars. Odyssey has been there for 12 years, Opportu-

nity and Mars Express for 10, and Mars Reconnaissance Orbiter for 8. Because of their age, I'm concerned about them all. Every day 

of operations we get from those four is a gift. 

 Odyssey and Mars Express have had the most serious problems, but continue to do great imaging and (in the case of Odyssey) valu-

able relay work. Mars Express' mission is extended through 2016. 

Mars Reconnaissance Orbiter has developed a spectacular routine of wider-field imaging with its Context Camera with rapid follow-

up of any new features with high-resolution HiRISE images, so I hope to see more new discoveries of fresh impact craters, possible 

water-carved features, moving sand dunes, and other geomorphology that shows Mars to be an active planet. 

It will be winter for Opportunity through 2014, so the rover's activities will be limited by low power. However, they have found 

themselves a nice north-facing slope to tilt the solar panels at the winter Sun, so they shouldn't have to park for long stretches; they'll 

make brief journeys from one north-facing "lily pad" to another, exploring Murray Ridge. 

For Curiosity, the directive is to drive, drive, drive. By the summer of 2014 the rover should be approaching the Murray Buttes, a 

gap between the basalt sand dunes that will allow them passage to the clay-bearing rocks they landed in Gale crater to explore. Be-

tween now and then, my prediction is that they'll stop one other place to do some drilling, in order to give the Chemin and SAM in-

struments something to chew on along the way. That may happen relatively soon. Barring difficulties, the end of 2014 should see a 

major shift in the style of the Curiosity mission from a "cruise"-like phase where the travel is more important, to a "survey"-like 

phase where they perform a geologic traverse along the rocks exposed at the base of Mount Sharp. However, I don't predict that we'll 

see any significant mountain climbing in 2014. Take all these predictions with a grain of salt, though. Mars exploration is nothing if 

not surprising! 

Let's hope there are no surprises in September, when two new spacecraft will rendezvous with the Red Planet: MAVEN and Mars 

Orbiter Mission. I wish them both good luck in the final scary stage of their journeys to Mars! 

Beyond: 

Rosetta will be the big star of 2014, making the first-ever orbit insertion at a comet in August and attempting a landing on it in No-

vember. Its images will be spectacular, its mission daring. I can't wait! 

At Saturn, the current plan is for Cassini to have 11 gravity-assist flybys of Titan (including one tomorrow!). All of 2014 will be 

spent in an inclined phase from which it can observe the effects of springtime sun on the north poles of Titan and Saturn and image 

the rings, while exploring the magnetosphere and plasma environment of Saturn in three dimensions. Cassini will not return to an 

equatorial orbit (and frequent opportunities to observe the other moons) until March of 2015. However, Cassini is currently under 

very real threat of cancellation. If its mission is to be ended in 2015, then a propulsive maneuver to set up that ending will be per-

formed in 2014, canceling all those carefully-laid plans. So for Cassini the most important events of 2014 will be taking place here 

on Earth, in the halls of Congress and the White House. 

ICE will fly past Earth in August. If we want to regain control of this aged-but-still-perfectly-good spacecraft, we must do it early 

this year. The budget mess is making that seem difficult to achieve. I'll report if I have any further news on that. 

Juno, Dawn, and New Horizons will spend 2014 cruising to their next destinations. The latter two will be setting the stage for a spec-

tacular 2015, what I'm calling the Year of the Dwarf Planet, when we will turn three round worlds from astronomical objects to geo-

logical objects for the first time: Ceres, Pluto, and Charon. 

  

And finally, always last but never least, Voyagers 1 and 2 will be carrying their missions on into the interstellar medium. 

  

I hope you will all stay with me on this grand planetary adventure through 2014! 
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Farewell ISON—Stuart Atkinson 2013 
 
On a dozen frosty dawns I watched for you;  
Hauled telescopes and cameras up that icy, muddy track,  
A map- and binoculars-stuffed rucksack on my back,  
All to get just one more glimpse of you glowing feebly above the 
trees,  
A barely-there faraway flare of green  
Far fainter than you should have been…  
Others gave up on you, packed their gear away to await the day  
Of your solar roller-coaster ride, but I  
Kept my faith in you, and every fleeting chance I had to catch  
A glimpse of you I grabbed with both cold-numbed hands,  
Standing in the castle’s jagged shadows, hunting for your so 
weak glow  
Through gaps in the low scudding clouds…  
A week before Perihelion I saw you for the last time –  
A hint of lime between twin lines of churning black;  
A tiny emerald eye peeping out from the folds  
Of the clouds’ dark cloak just long enough for one last photo  
To be stolen before fading away –  
Forever.  
My loyalty was misplaced, my optimism wasted.  
I never saw you again.  
Instead of screeching around the Sun and leaping  
Triumphantly up into my evening sky you died,  
Ripped apart by the corona’s clutching claws,  
Leaving only a smear of dust behind,  
So thinly-spread and faint now I hear not even Hubble’s  
Staring Cyclops eye can find what’s left of you…  
The scientists shrugged off your demise;  
Already delighted with their shiny data  
They still rated you a great comet, happy to pour  
Over their charts and graphs like warlocks learning spells,  
Their spider scrawl offer equations  incantations  
To solve the Oort’s beyond-ancient mysteries…  
But those of us who had dreamed of seeing you  
Painted on the sky, who dared imagine a gossamer-trailing firefly  
Shining through the golden pre-dawn light  
Despaired at the unfairness of it all.  
Staring forlornly at SDO’s empty field of view that day  
We knew there would be no treasured photographs of you  
Cutting the sky in two;  no breathless “Look at that..!” sighs  
At the sight of your torch-beam tail rising behind the hills;  
No stories told in future years of hearing children laughing  
With delight as they stared at you That Night  
Through a telescope, seeing the ghostly streamers trailing away  
From you like ribbons blowing in the wind…  
None of those things were ever meant to be.  
“ISON” was never destined to be written on that Facebook-
debated list  
Of Great Comets next to “Lovejoy”, “Halley” and “Hale-Bopp”;  
You’re just another “One That Got away”.  
No doubt next time a fainter-than-faint smudge is spotted  
Moving through the stars we’ll remember what we learned  
From you, and thank you.  
But today, looking sadly at an empty sunset,  
Staring bitterly at the sky where you should have been,  
That day seems a long, long way away… 
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